
APPENDIX A

Addition of a new condition to existing PSPO in Bury St Edmunds

Evidence of littering – from Nelson Road Residents association



Examples Police Complaint Logs for the Town Centre Area

September 2017 – September 208

Report of vehicle racing around town centre up parkway, doing burnouts
Report of vehicles doing donuts and handbrake turns.
Following double fatal lots boy racers meet up in the arc car park for a 
procession 
Group of youths racing around and set fire to rubbish bin in car park
Reports of vehicles racing around the carpark and nearly hit R/P felt unsafe and 
threatened by this racing
Reports of vehicles driving erratically, drifting and doing handbrake turns, 
making tyres smoke
Reports of loud music coming from cars in car park, 6 vehicles present
Reports of 3 vehicles driving around drifting and skidding in the car park doing 
handbrake turns.
CCTV of vehicle being driven round with people hanging out of the boot
Reports of vehicle issued with s.59 seen driving in anti-social manner so vehicle 
seized in arc car park
Reports of vehicles doing donuts and causing a nuisance in car park, racing 
around
Boy racers using the Multi-storey to race around and then doing circuits up and 
down parkway
Reporting issues of boy racers using the arc car park and parkway as a racing 
track. Happening nightly
Reports of group of boy racers in carpark shouting and swearing
Reports of boy racers roaring around the car park, very loud exhausts and 
getting louder and louder
Reports of group of boy racers in carpark shouting and swearing
Reports large group in car park racing round and people screaming and shouting 
at what the vehicles are doing
Reporting large group of vehicles gathering in car park, fighting and driving 
around causing a nuisance
Problems with boy racers and smell of drugs coming from the vehicles.
Reporting issues with youths in vehicles speeding and skidding , revving round 
the car park
Reporting boy racers drifting around the car park and wheel spinning.
Lots of noise and loud bangs being set off, lots rubbish in arc carpark nitrous 
oxide canisters.
Police find vehicle being driven in anti-social manner section 59 in place so 
vehicle seized


